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ABSTRACT
There are too few secondary school computing teachers to
meet international needs for growing secondary school com-
puting education. Our group has created an ebook to help
prepare secondary teachers to teach the programming and
big data concepts in the new AP Computer Science Princi-
ples course. The ebook was designed using principles from
educational psychology, specifically worked examples and
cognitive load. The ebook interleaves worked examples and
interactive practice activities, which we believe will lead to
more efficient and effective learning than more typical ap-
proaches to learning programming. This paper reports the
results from initial studies of our ebook. First, we conducted
a usability study comparing three different ebook platforms.
Next, we conducted a study of teacher use of the ebook. Ten
teachers worked through the first eight chapters of the ebook
at their own pace. Five of the ten teachers completed the
first eight chapters which is a 50% completion rate. Signifi-
cantly, teachers who used more of the interactive features in
the ebook did better on the post-tests and reported higher
confidence in their ability to teach the material than teach-
ers who used few of the interactive features.
CCS Concepts
•Applied computing→ Interactive learning environ-
ments;
Keywords
Online education; high school teachers; secondary educa-
tion; professional development; computer science principles;
1. THENEEDFORONLINETEACHERED-
UCATION
There are too few secondary school computing teachers to
meet international needs for growing secondary school com-
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puting education [5, 6]. We have had good success with using
face-to-face professional development to increase the number
and quality of secondary computing teachers, but it’s expen-
sive to do well. Our Disciplinary Commons for Computing
Education had positive results, and met for several hours
on a Saturday once a month for most of an academic year
[25]. The US CS10K effort aims to prepare 10,000 teachers
to teach introductory computing courses at the secondary
level [1, 2]. We would be challenged to even provide phys-
ical space and time for teaching 10,000 new CS teachers.
Economically, an online component would be helpful – per-
haps even necessary.
Our effort is aimed towards providing high-quality com-
puting education that meets the needs and prior knowledge
of potential teachers, in an online setting that can fit into
their lives. From our previous work studying professionals
taking online computer science (CS) classes [3], we know
that success or failure in the learning opportunity is often
determined by whether the learning activities can fit into
their busy lives. The most common failure mode for adult
professionals taking online CS courses was that something
in their home lives took more of their time, and they were
never able to catch up in the course.
The goal of making the learning activity fit into their lives
has two significant goals:
• The activity has to be usable so that time is spent on
fruitful activities, not on figuring out the user interface.
• The activity has to be efficient so that the learning
benefit is worthwhile for the time spent. The efficiency
goal has three operational parts:
1. Teachers have to learn something worthwhile.
2. The activity has to lead to learning.
3. The benefit must be high enough and cost low
enough that teachers actually complete the activ-
ity.
Given the importance of preparing more high school teach-
ers internationally, and the economic necessity to provide
online options, we see that it is important to find alternative
options to MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). Com-
pletion rates are low for MOOCs [30, 20] and have been
reported around 5–10% for CS teacher MOOCs [14, 32].
While “completion” may not be necessary for students who
are simply “browsing” (one of the categories of MOOC stu-
dent intentionality in Reich’s study [30]), completion mat-
ters when teachers are learning a curriculum that they have
never taught before. We need teachers to learn all the con-
cepts that they are responsible for teaching.
Our group has created an ebook to help prepare secondary
teachers to teach the programming and big data concepts in
the new Computer Science Principles course that is part
of the CS10K effort [1, 2]. We focus on these concepts as
they are among the most difficult to learn and the most
critical for developing CS teacher confidence and identity
[27, 28]. We draw upon the developing research on how to
build ebooks for teaching computer science [21]. Our ebook
was designed using principles from educational psychology,
with particular attention to worked examples and cognitive
load. The ebook interleaves worked examples and practice
activities, based on research on the optimal pattern [34]. We
believe that our ebook will lead to more efficient and effective
learning than the more typical apprenticeship approach to
learning programming. We believe that our ebook will lead
to higher completion rates than those reported for teachers
in CS MOOC’s because of the book’s efficiency.
In this paper, we report on the results from two initial
studies of our ebook. First, we conducted a usability study
where we asked 18 teachers to compare three different ebook
platforms (to one another, and not to a static textbook as in
Edgcomb et al [9]). We found that our platform was highly
usable. Next, we conducted a study of teacher use of the
ebook as they worked through the first eight chapters of the
ebook at their own pace. In our study, we were looking at the
features the teachers used, how they used the features, and
if there was any evidence of learning based on the feature
use.
The point of our ebook effort is to identify design guide-
lines for successful computer science teacher professional
learning media. We use our ebook as a platform to test
design guidelines. This paper is an exploration of the effec-
tiveness of our design decisions.
2. DESIGN OF THE EBOOK
We built our ebook using the Runestone Interactive plat-
form [24]. Runestone ebooks are accessed through a Web
browser. They have sections and chapters, like a traditional
book. Each chapter appeared as a single web page to the
participants. While the ebooks can have videos embedded
in them, they are not structured around video lectures, in
contrast to a lecture-based MOOC [32, 8, 12].
In our study of professionals taking online CS courses, we
found that the apprenticeship model for CS learning made
it difficult for professionals to adequately predict how much
time the course would take [3]. As we know from previous
work in computing education research (e.g., [19]), students
often spend hours struggling with syntax and inscrutable er-
ror messages. As one participant told us, “There were times
that it would take me hours to find one comma out of place,
or find that one something that was wrong, so I didn’t mind
sticking with it but it just got to the point where I just
didn’t get it.” We chose an ebook model as an online ver-
sion of an understandable and predictable medium, a book.
Teachers already know how to fit reading a book into their
lives, e.g., a page here, a couple pages there. We built inter-
active elements to fit into those small chunks of time with a
predictable time cost.
Runestone books contain interactive elements, which al-
low them to go beyond simple PDF or EPUB ebooks. Users
can edit and execute Python programs within the pages of
the ebooks. They can step forward and backward through
visualizations of code, using Philip Guo’s visualizer [11]. The
platform offers multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank questions
as practice opportunities. The platform includes support for
highlighting text (and saving those highlights), and it re-
members where you were last in the ebook to return you to
that page when you come back.
We extended the platform in three significant ways:
• We provided support for Parsons Problems [29] where
students re-arrange blocks of code to construct solu-
tions to challenges. We used the implementation from
Juha Helminen [17].
• We added Audio Tours to the programming problems.
From eye-tracking studies, cognitive science research
has shown that programs are read more like diagrams
than like prose [16]. The modality principle in educa-
tional psychology design explains why audio narration
facilitates comprehension of a diagram better than a
text description accompanying the same diagram [26,
23]. For each of the programs in our ebook, we include
an audio description of the program (Figure 1).
• We provide support for groups of readers (“book clubs”)
to read the book together. A group of readers can
discuss the book, negotiate a schedule for completing
chapters, and see each other’s progress through the
book (Figure 2). However, our support for reading
groups was not working correctly during this study.
Figure 1: The Audio Tour interface
Figure 2: Screen capture from group support interface,
showing discussion and progress bars
We used the interactive elements to create an examples
+ practice pattern in the book. We used the Active Code,
Audio Tours, and Code Lens features to present examples
to teachers. We followed the examples with practice using
Parsons Problems, multiple choice questions, or fill-in-the-
blank questions. We interleaved examples plus practice as
used in cognitive load studies [33] and in the pattern of one
or two examples (better if contrasting examples) and one
or two practice problems as recommended by Trafton and
Reiser [34]. The practice sometimes asked participants to
change code, but never to write code from a blank page. For
example, one Active Code example computes the body mass
index (BMI), given weight in pounds and height in inches.
The multiple choice question that follows asks “Imagine that
you are 5 foot 7 inches and weighed 140 pounds. What is
your BMI?” The book contains a few short video snippets as
examples, but in general, has less expository text or video
than most books or ebooks. The design focus is on offering
examples and encouraging practice.
Our design is informed by our studies of successful and un-
successful computer science teachers. We know that success-
ful computer science teachers rarely write code [15]. They
have to read code, debug code, change code, and explain
code. We designed our ebook to emphasize the knowledge
and skills that high school computer science teachers really
need.
One kind of expository text that we do include in the
ebook are notes on pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)
[18]. We explicitly tell teachers about the kinds of chal-
lenges students might encounter, how teachers might diag-
nose student misconceptions, and how to teach to address
misconceptions and encourage better learning. Again, we
were designing this ebook to serve the needs of teachers,
and information on PCK is both something they need and
a reason to read the ebook.
3. USABILITY STUDY
Our first question about our ebook was whether teachers
judged it to be usable. We were concerned with the legibility
and navigation usability, and also with the usability of the
interactive elements. We decided to conduct a survey of
teachers, asking them to judge the ebook on these elements.
We designed our usability survey based on a study of
ebooks [7]. The authors in that study investigated and sur-
veyed undergraduate students’ design preferences for three
different ebooks. They studied graphical user interface spec-
ifics, like page layout, font weight, and use of white space.
We used their survey as a base, and extended it to include
issues identified in other studies of ebooks [10] and to in-
clude the particular features that we were emphasizing in
our ebook. The four interactive features that we asked our
participants to rate were:
1. Active Code widget (Figure 3), which allows the user
to edit and execute Python code, displaying any results
or output, in the web browser.
2. Code Lens widget (Figure 4), which acts as a code
visualization tool that allows the user to step through
the code. It also displays variable values and program
output
3. Parsons Problems widget (Figure 5), which allows the
user to drag and drop blocks of code, from a bank of
code blocks, into the correct order.
4. Multiple Choice widget, which asks the user a question
about a coding concept, code, or output. It provides
feedback explaining why the selected answer is correct
or incorrect.
Figure 3: Example Active Code, with media computation
[13] example
Figure 4: Example Code Visualization
Figure 5: Example Parsons Problem
3.1 Method
After receiving human subject review clearance, we adver-
tised for teacher participants in a computing education blog1
and on CS teacher email lists. We gathered demographic
data and only included survey responses from teachers with
six months or more experience. All participants held at least
a bachelor’s degree and all had previously used some form
of an ebook.
After the demographic data, all our participants com-
pleted a three-part survey comparing three different ebooks
(like in the Chong et al. survey [7]). By comparing sim-
ilar features on different platforms, we hoped to get more
informed feedback that would highlight strengths and weak-
nesses. We had our participants compare a Runestone book
to a Zyante ebook on Python2 and to a CS Circles ebook3.
Participants were offered a gift card for completing the study.
1http://computinged.wordpress.com
2https://zybooks.zyante.com/#/home
3http://cscircles.cemc.uwaterloo.ca/
We gauged the participants overall design preferences for
the three ebooks as a whole using a five point Likert scale,
where 1 is Poor and 5 is Excellent. They rated the three
ebook designs on the following factors: navigation, page in-
formation, media arrangement, page layout, font, legibility,
white space, and color. Additionally, they were asked to pro-
vide open-ended feedback about the design and usability of
each ebook. For this section, the participants were provided
with a URL and asked to rate the Runestone ebook first,
then the Zyante ebook, and lastly the CS Circles ebook. In
hindsight, we should have counter-balanced the order. Feed-
back on the user interfaces might be influenced by the order
of presentation.
The next part determined the participants’ usability and
learnability preferences for the four interactive widgets found
in each of the ebooks. Participants were solicited for feed-
back regarding the four widgets and their corresponding
ebook platforms. For each widget-platform combination, a
URL to a web page containing that specific widget imple-
mented on the specific platform, Runestone, Zyante, or CS
Circles, was provided to the participant. After interacting
with the widget, they were asked to state the purpose of
the widget. They were then asked to describe what they
think each button and feature of the widget does. Finally,
they were asked to report anything they found confusing or
didn’t particularly like about the widget.
The final part of the questionnaire asked the participants
to report which platform implemented each widget the best.
They compared the widgets on different platforms to one
another, such that Code Lens on Runestone, Zyante, and CS
Circles was compared against one another. After selecting
their favorite widget-platform combination, the participants
were asked to explain their reasoning for their selection.
3.2 Findings
For basic readability and navigation, Runestone and Zyante
were similarly highly-ranked (Table 1). CS Circles was rated
markedly less usable. Recall that 1 is Poor and 5 is Excel-
lent.
Runestone Zyante CS Circles
Navigation 3.09 (1.19) 3.68 (1.29) 2.50 (1.41)
Page Information 3.50 (0.80) 3.43 (1.12) 2.73 (1.12)
Media Arrangement 3.64 (1.00) 3.50 (0.96) 2.86 (1.08)
Page Layout 3.64 (0.95) 3.67 (0.97) 2.73 (1.12)
Font 3.68 (0.84) 3.68 (0.89) 3.59 (0.91)
Legibility 3.73 (0.70) 3.68 (0.78) 3.50 (1.19)
White Space 3.64 (0.90) 3.50 (1.19) 3.27 (1.20)
Color 3.95 (0.65) 3.73 (0.88) 3.38 (1.07)
Table 1: Readability and Navigation Results for ebooks,
average (standard deviation) on a five-point Likert scale
(1=poor, 5=excellent)
Participants were presented with four individual webpages
each containing one of the widgets. They were asked to state
what they believed the purpose of each widget was after
interacting with it. In total, only three of the participants
misidentified the purpose of any widget. Of those three, one
participant’s purpose response was deemed indeterminate
for three of the four widgets, and one of those participants
could not determine the purpose for the Active Code, Code
Lens, or Parsons Problem widgets.
Participants were asked to select which platform had their
favorite implementation for each of the four interactive wid-
gets. For this selection, eighteen responses, one from each
participant, were given. On average, participants ranked all
the Runestone design factors as superior (Table 2).
Runestone Zyante CS Circles
Active Code 10 6 2
Code Lens 7 8 3
Parsons Problem 12 5 0
Multiple Choice 10 6 1
Table 2: Number of votes as “best” for each widget by plat-
form
Not all of the results were stellar. One participant told us
that “They were all abysmal interfaces that would cause me
to reject the book violently.” The other 17 participants liked
the ebooks, with Runestone receiving the greatest support.
Overall, the evidence supported the belief that our ebook
would not get in the learners’ way.
4. USAGE STUDY
Our usage study asked teachers to read the first eight
chapters of our ebook at their own pace. These chapters
cover introductory computing concepts in Python, such as
naming variables and repeating code with while and for
loops. We asked our study participants to take a pre-test of
their knowledge of introductory CS. The pre-test was com-
posed mostly of questions from other studies [31, 22], so that
we measured general introductory computer science knowl-
edge. We asked our participants to take a post-test after
every two chapters, where each post-test was designed to
test the content from those chapters.
4.1 Method and Participants
After receiving permission from the human-subjects re-
view board at Georgia Tech, we advertised through the same
blog and email lists for teachers that we had used for our
usability study. Our initial recruitment email included the
purpose of the research and the study criteria. Participants
were required to have had two months or less of prior coding
experience and knowledge. Participants who responded to
the recruitment solicitation were provided with a link to the
pretest.
We only accepted participants who scored less than 40%
on the pre-test. They were emailed a web link to the ebook
and the four post-tests. They were instructed to read and
interact with the chapters of the ebook at their own pace.
Upon reading two chapters of the ebook, they were then to
complete the corresponding post-test. While completing the
post-test, the participant was instructed not to refer back to
the ebook or use any outside material that might assist them
in answering the questions. Teachers who completed all of
the post-tests were offered a $50 USD gift card.
Ten teachers qualified for the study based on their pre-
test scores. Of those ten, seven completed at least one
post-test, and five completed all four post-tests. However,
the log shows that one of the teachers, Jim, completed all
four post-tests but only actually completed chapters one
through six in the ebook. Another teacher, Debra, com-
pleted all eight chapters of the ebook, but didn’t take any
of the post-tests. It’s unclear how to categorize these results
by MOOC research terms, since completing a pre-test is al-
ready more commitment than many “Unsure” or “Browsing”
MOOC learners [30]. Our ten participants probably best
reflect MOOC participants who complete the first home-
work. Having five (50%) teachers out of 10 complete the
eight chapters of the ebook is still quite high, though our
participants were compensated with a gift card rather than
simply receiving a certificate. When considering the eco-
nomics of professional learning for teachers, $50 is a small
cost, but it probably had a significant impact on comple-
tion rates. The logs show that Gina only did five of the
17 possible interactive activities in chapter 8 and Vicki did
only seven, so they may have been focusing on “complet-
ing” the chapter to earn the gift card. Still the completion
rate in our compensated study was higher than is typically
seen with MOOCs and very high compared to CS teacher
MOOCs.
It’s worth considering the teachers who did not take any
post-tests:
• One teacher (a white female) visited the ebook on three
different days, but her only interaction with the ebook
was running one example.
• A second teacher (a white female) completed the first
two chapters and started chapter 3, but did not take
any post-tests.
• A third teacher (a black female) actually completed all
eight chapters in the study, and four more, all within
the first three days of the study. But she did not take
any post-tests.
We can compare these to the categories developed for
MOOC participants by Reich [30]. The first case sounds
like the “unsure” learner. The latter two may have been
“browsers.” They may have found the information that they
wanted, but chose not to “complete” or “participate” (as in
taking the post-tests). Compensation likely had a signifi-
cant impact on our completion rate, but did not eliminate
non-completers.
4.2 Pre-Test and Post-Test Results
Table 3 summarizes the demographics and scores for the
seven teacher participants who completed at least one post-
test. Four of the participants were female. Two were self-
reported members of under-represented minority groups. (One
did not report race/ethnic group.) Their self-reported pro-
gramming knowledge was “Average” for two participants,
and below average for the rest.
None of the seven teachers scored more than three ques-
tions right on the nine question pre-test. All but one of
the participants scored above 50% on the first two post-
tests. Only five participants completed the third post-test,
and only one scored less than 25%. Two participants of the
five completers scored below 50% on the last test. However,
these were the participants, Gina and Vicki, who utilized
much less of the interactive features.
Table 3 may seem to suggest that learning occurred from
pre-test to post-test, but while the participants had low-
scores on the pre-test and higher scores on the post-test, the
tests were not close matches. The pre-test was considerably
harder than any post-test, given that it was drawn from
research instruments measuring introductory course knowl-
edge. For example, one of questions from the pre-test ap-
pears in Figure 6, which tests knowledge of lists. None of
the first eight chapters focused on lists. By saying that all
the participants scored less than 40% on the pre-test, we are
saying that the participants knew less than 40% of introduc-
tory course knowledge. A few of the post-test questions were
fairly easy, e.g., “The kind of data which can be letters, dig-
its, and other characters, usually delimited by quotes is a
(a) Integer, (b) Float, (c) String, or (d) Double.” Some of
the post-test questions were difficult as shown in Figure 7.
Only two of the five teachers who took this post-test got this
question correct.
Figure 6: One of the pre-test questions
Figure 7: One of the post-test questions
The teacher’s open-ended comments show us that most of
the teachers appreciated the features of the ebook.
• “I thought the drag and drop code (Parsons problem)
was very good. I thought the sequence and the scaf-
folding of information was good. I liked that you could
type or change different codes into the boxes and it
would produce different results. I liked that it was
dynamic enough to be able to give you something in
return and you could see the results (turtle triangle).”
• “I feel like this would be an effective and beneficial tool
for students and teachers.”
• “It’s fun to modify the example programs.”
Teacher confidence is a critical factor in developing a sense
of identity and improving as a teacher [27, 28]. Most teach-
ers self-reported that they were ready to teach using the con-
tent after using the ebook, claiming that their ability was
”Average” or even ”Excellent.” One of the teachers, Gina,
rated her ability to teach this content as “below average”
and another, Vicki, rather her ability to teach the content
as“extremely poor.” Interestingly the teachers who reported
higher confidence in their ability to teach the material spent
much more time working through the ebook and used more
of the interactive features than teachers who didn’t feel con-
fident.
Pseudonym Gender Race
Programming
Knowledge
Pre-test
(out of 9)
Ch1-2
(out of 3)
Ch3-4
(out of 3)
Ch 5-6
(out of 4)
Ch 7-8
(out of 3)
Mary Female Black Average 22% 66%
Vicki Female Black Extremely Poor 0% 33% 33% 25% 0%
Fred Male N/A None 33% 66% 100% 50% 66%
Gina Female White Below Average 22% 66% 100% 75% 33%
Jim Male White Below Average 11% 66% 100% 75% 66%
Kay Female White Average 33% 100%
Cabe Male White Extremely Poor 33% 100% 100% 100% 66%
Table 3: Demographic, pre-test, and post-test data for participants who completed at least one post-test
“Need more exercises actually writing codes that
will do something. I can understand what it says
but I don’t know that I would be able to begin
to start my own still.”
Several teachers commented that they needed more prac-
tice. In response to the question, “Do you feel like this would
be an effective and beneficial tool for students? teachers?”,
one participant responded:
“Absolutely. The interaction and ability to im-
mediately observe how modifications change the
output is quite helpful. Of course, I would bene-
fit from a LOT more practice exercises to accom-
pany the text. I feel like I get it, but won’t hold
on to it otherwise.”
It is not surprising that teachers want more practice since
the first eight chapters only cover variables and loops. It will
be interesting to see what teachers report after completing
all 20 chapters in the current version of the ebook. These
additional chapters include three more chapters on loops
as well as chapters on conditionals, lists, and working with
data.
4.3 Log File Analysis of Use
We studied the log files, which track events in the ebook
(like clicking the “Run” button in Active Code), as a source
of data on what teachers did in the ebooks. Table 4 summa-
rizes the use of the ebook interactive features. Each unique
widget (e.g., one program in an Active Code, one Parsons
Problem, one visualization in the Code Lens) is counted once
in the table to give a sense of the kind of use that participants
made of the interactive features in the ebook. The table in-
cludes the last chapter visited and performance on the last
post-test to give a sense of the resultant performance. (All
of the post-test scores are available in Table 3.) For exam-
ple, Vicki used the fewest of the interactive features, and
she had the lowest performance on the final post-test. Kay
gave up before the others, and she was the only participant
to never attempt any Parsons Problems. To give a sense of
perspective on these, there were 15 Parsons Problems in the
eight study chapters and 40 multiple-choice questions. Fred
had far more than that – by going beyond Chapter 8. He
skipped around and visited other chapters up to Chapter 11
during the study period.
The teachers who had the highest scores on the final post-
test also made the greatest use of the interactive features.
Fred, Jim, and Cabe used the most Parsons Problems, the
most Active Code, and the most Code Lens. The teachers
who did not make it as far into the book or who scored the
lowest on the final post-test did not use the interactive fea-
tures nearly as much. The counts in Table 4 do not show
how much use is made of each of these problems. For exam-
ple, Fred interacted with 23 Parsons Problems, but checked
his problems a total of 59 times, suggesting that he strug-
gled with getting some of them right. Jim interacted with 9
Parsons Problems, with 39 attempts. Vicki made 9 attempts
on 5 problems.
All participants answered the multiple choice and fill-in-
the-blank questions. In fact Vicki and Gina ignored most
of the other interactive features by the last chapter, but did
attempt the multiple choice questions. Vicki answered more
multiple-choice questions than Jim, but she rarely got any
right and only once changed her answer. There is no obvious
relationship between the amount of multiple choice and fill-
in-the-blank questions attempted and better performance
on any post-test. With more participants and/or with more
post-test questions, we might be able to find an interaction
with other components. It may be that use of the worked
examples in Active Code and Code Lens plus practice with
multiple choice and fill-in-the-blank questions leads to more
learning.
Another distinction between the participants was on use of
the Code Lens. Vicki interacted with the Code Lens widget
only once, while Fred interacted with 30 Code Lens prob-
lems. More telling still is the number of interactions with
each of those Code Lens examples. Vicki only viewed a Code
Lens on an Active Code example one time, but didn’t actu-
ally step through the execution of the code using the Code
Lens. Jim explored the Code Lens visualizations (e.g., step-
ping through the program) 55 times over his 5 problems.
Fred explored the visualizations with 318 steps over his 5
problems.
Participants did interact with the code (using the Active
Code widget). Table 5 disaggregates how they interacted
with code. We see much more execution of code than edit-
ing, but we do see a significant amount of code editing –
especially from the participants who performed the best on
post-tests. Vicki never edited any examples and performed
the worst on the post-tests. What is probably even more im-
portant for learning is the number of syntax errors that they
encountered, as an indication of exploration and potentially
“desirable difficulties” [4]. It was highest for Fred, who is
one of the teachers who got the best score (66%) on the last
post-test. The amount of interaction with code is interest-
ing since our book encouraged interaction with code, but did
not require it. Teachers were never required to code from a
blank editing screen, instead they were asked to modify the
examples.
We did see use of the Audio Tours, though they didn’t
listen to every Audio Tour. Fred used them the most and
did perform the best overall, but Fred also did many other
Pseudonym Parsons Active Code Audio Multiple Fill in the Syntax Last Chapter Last Test
Problems Code Lens Tours Choice Blank Errors Visited (Score)
Mary 3 13 1 0 19 1 3 5 Ch1-2 (66%)
Vicki 5 17 1 5 40 0 0 8 Ch7-8 (0%)
Fred 21 67 30 26 60 2 12 8 Ch7-8 (66%)
Gina 6 3 2 4 43 0 0 8 Ch7-8 (33%)
Jim 9 23 8 2 24 1 2 7 Ch7-8 (66%)
Kay 0 7 2 1 7 1 0 3 Ch1-2 (100%)
Cabe 15 35 9 3 45 1 2 8 Ch7-8 (66%)
Table 4: Counts of use of unique interactive problems that participants attempted, by type
Edited Code Ran Code Syntax Errors
Mary 20 36 3
Vicki 0 19 0
Fred 93 153 12
Gina 1 4 0
Jim 14 42 2
Kay 3 12 0
Cabe 18 52 2
Table 5: How participants used the coding problems
activities.
We do note that nearly all of the participants who made
the most use of the ebook were all male. Does our ebook
somehow bias engagement with the activities? We can’t tell
from these results with a small number of participants, but
it’s something we will watch as we scale up use with the
complete ebook. Analysis of the one female, Debra, who
finished eight chapters, but didn’t take any of the post-tests
does show similar use of the features as the three males
who used the most features. We also hope that the built in
support for small reading groups (“book clubs”) will make
working through the ebook more social and engaging.
Overall, the results support the hypothesis that more in-
teraction with the book was correlated with better results
on the post-tests. Cabe is a great example of use leading to
learning. Note that he rated his knowledge of programming
as “Extremely poor” on the pre-test. He had the most inter-
action with the book after Fred. His scores on the post-tests
were good. The results support our hypothesis that the the
design of the ebook is supporting teacher learning. How
much learning occurred was most likely a function of how
much effort the learners made in exploring, trying out the
features, and making mistakes.
4.4 How did they spend their time?
Recall that our design rationale for the ebook was to offer
a predictable model that could fit into the teachers’ lives.
We imagined them reading the book and doing the interac-
tive elements in small bits of time. Table 6 lists our estimate
of the amount of time each participant spent in each chap-
ter. Since our log file only tracks events, we can only report
on the time between the first event in a chapter and the
last event in a chapter. We cannot account for time spent
reading, for example.
There’s an enormous variance between the participants.
The participants who did the best on the post-tests also
spent more time in the chapters and in the ebook in total.
Time on task leads to more learning, so that correlation
Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6 Ch7 Ch8
Mary 0:47 0:09 0:33 0:06 0:23
Vicki 0:16 0:14 0:17 0:06 0:09 0:16 0:09 0:03
Fred 0:24 0:39 1:41 0:57 0:44 1:46 1:35 2:24
Gina 0:43 0:39 0:36 0:12 1:48 0:29 0:20 0:10
Jim 0:21 0:33 0:57 0:14 0:26 0:16
Kay 1:10 0:25 0:15
Cabe 0:16 0:07 0:32 0:08 0:27 0:32 0:42 0:30
Table 6: Time spent in each chapter by participant
is not surprising. There are trends suggesting the variance
between time needed to complete each chapter. Chapter 3
took more time than Chapters 2 or 4 for most participants.
This is not surprising as Chapter 2 only has some text, a
few pictures, and two multiple-choice questions. Chapter 4
has only 10 interactive features while Chapter 3 has 31.
Tracking individuals through the log files provides insight
into how teachers read the ebook. We do see teachers fitting
the ebook into bits of time. We see Vicki starting the book
at 3:19 pm on one day and ending that session at 3:35, and
the next day, she starts at 4:13 pm and ends at 4:24 pm. Kay
reads for a 70 minutes starting at 3:30 one day, and for 25
minutes at 5:51 pm the next day. Teachers may not always
have been able to predict how much time a chapter would
take. Fred’s sessions with the ebook went past midnight on
several occasions. In general, teachers tended to complete
a chapter within a single session, though some did work on
the same chapter on two different days. Since some of the
chapters were considerably longer than others, the time per
chapter is less predictable than we would have liked. We
might fit reading the ebook better into the small chunks of
time in their lives if we had more, smaller chapters, so that
the chapter of a Runestone ebook was closer to the sense of
pages in a physical book. It might also be helpful to add an
estimate of the time it will take to complete each chapter
based on this study.
Most teachers worked though the interactive features in
the order that they appear in the chapters. Gina and Vicki
both skipped more than half of interactive features in Chap-
ters 5 and 8 as shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The tables
show the order that each teacher used each feature. For the
Active Code feature the ’r’ means run and the ’e’ means
edit. Numbers in parentheses mean the number of times
each thing occurred, for example (11)r means running the
code 11 times. For the Multiple Choice feature the ’c’ means
the answer was correct and the ’w’ means it was wrong. For
the Parsons Problems we list the number of tries it took to
get the correct answer. For the Code Lens feature the ’f’
means forward.
Activity Vicki Gina Fred Cabe Jim
Page 1, 3 1 1 2
Active
Code
1r 2r 2rr 1r, 7r
Audio Tour 3
Active
Code
2r 4rrr,
6re
3r, 5er 3r,
5er, 8r
Audio Tour
Mult.
Choice
3c 4c 5c 4c 4c
Active
Code
4r 7r 7r
Audio Tour
Mult.
Choice
5w 5 – 2
tries
8c 6c 6w,9c
Parsons 6n 9 – 1
try
7 – 2
tries
10 – 1
try
Parsons 6w 2 – 11
tries
10 – 2
tries
8 – 3
tries
11 – 2
tries
Active
Code
7r (11)r
(7)e
9r 12r
Audio Tour
Parsons 12 – 2
tries
10 – 1
try
13 – 5
tries
Active
Code
13r,
15re
11r,
13re
14r
Audio 14
Mult.
Choice
8w 7c 16c 12c 15c
Active
Code
9r 17
(6)r(7)e
14
rerre
16
(5)r(5)e
Mult.
Choice
10c 8c 18c 15c 17– 2
tries
Parsons 19 – 1
try
16 – 2
tries
18 – 2
tries
Video 11 9 20
Table 7: Order of feature use in Chapter 5
We also see evidence of teachers using multiple interac-
tive features repeatedly which may indicate that they are
trying to understand a concept. For example we see several
examples of cycles within the examples+practice structure.
In Chapter 5 we see Fred run an Active Code example three
times as the fourth thing he does and then answer a multiple-
choice question correctly and then go back and run and edit
the Active Code example again. Cabe and Jim do the same
thing. In chapter 8 Fred comes back to the same Active
Code example three times. In between he uses the Code
Lens and answers a Multiple Choice question. This type of
deeper exploration should improve learning.
To understand how to help the learners who are less suc-
cessful, we looked in some detail at the log file for Vicki.
From just the log file, we cannot be certain about intention-
ality. We can note when activity was different than what we
expected.
• When Vicki started the first chapter, her first practice
activity was to answer a multiple choice question about
an example program. She got the answer wrong, and
then went back to run the program and listened to the
Audio Tour. Using the example to help explain a mul-
tiple choice question result is just what we wanted, but
we were somewhat surprised that a teacher would try
to answer the question first before actually studying
the example.
Activity Vicki Gina Fred Cabe Debra
Page 1 1 1
Code Lens 2 (32)f 2 (32)f 2 (32)f
Mult.
Choice
1c 1 – 2
tries
3 – 2
tries
3 – 2
tries
3 – 2
tries
Mult.
Choice
2c 2c 4y 4y 4 – 2
tries
Parsons 4w 5 – 1
try
5 – 1
try
Parsons 3w 6 – 1
try
6 – 1
try
5 – 9
tries
Code Lens 7 -
(19)f
7 -
(19)f
6 (2)f,
8 (17)f
Mult.
Choice
5c 3 – 3
tries
8c 7 – 2
wrong
tries,
9y
Code Lens 9 - last 10
(78)
fwd
Video 9 10
Video 10 11
Active Code 12r,
14e,
18eer
12r 11r
Code Lens 13
Audio 11(6)
Mult.
Choice
6w 4 – 6
tries
15c 13c 12 – 3
tries
Video 16 14
Mult.
Choice
7w 5 – 2
tries
17 – 2
tries
15c 13 – 2
tries
Table 8: Order of feature use in Chapter 8
• Vicki only changed one of her answers on a multiple
choice question. Because it only happened once, it
may have been a mistake (a stray mouse click) or she
didn’t notice. Teachers may not realize that they can
answer the multiple choice questions more than once
until they select the correct answer.
• Vicki got most of the multiple-choice questions that
she answered wrong (38 wrong vs 10 correct). Most
of the participants answered the multiple-choice ques-
tions until they got them correct, which probably led
to more learning.
• Vicki did click on the Parsons Problems Check button,
to see if the answer was correct. But it was always
wrong, because she never once dragged any of the code
blocks into position! Though she did watch one video,
she did not watch the video on how to do Parsons
Problems. She doesn’t seem to have figured out how
to use that widget.
• Vicki ran some of the Active Code examples in chap-
ters 1-6, but never attempted to edit any of them, even
though some of the multiple choice questions asked her
to in order to answer the question.
• In chapters 7 and 8 Vicki only answered the multiple-
choice questions and clicked the Check button on the
Parsons problems without dragging any code blocks
to the solution area. It seems that she rushed through
the ebook, perhaps to finish in time to get the $50 gift
card for ”completing”.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the results of two studies of our ebook
designed for high school teachers learning CS Principles. We
investigated two questions with these studies:
• Did the teachers find the ebook to be usable so that
their time is spent on fruitful activities, not on figuring
out an interface?
• Did the teachers find the ebook to be efficient so that
the learning benefit seemed worthwhile for the time
spent? We measured that latter question in terms of
completion rates, pre-test/post-test comparisons, and
log file analyses of activities.
From our usability survey, the ebook was found to be leg-
ible, easy to navigate, and usable. The interactive features
were as good as if not better than comparable features in
other ebooks. Our usability participants did not find it dif-
ficult to use the ebook. However, our usage study teachers
(who did have less experience with computing than those
who partcipated in the design study) did occasionaly strug-
gle with the interface, such as not attempting to solve any
of the Parsons problems.
The completion rate was 5 of 10 (50%), with 7 of 10
(70%) completing at least one post-test. This result suggests
that about half the teachers found the activity worthwhile.
That is a higher completion rate than we might expect from
MOOC results. However, our results come from a small
study, and the teachers were compensated. We cannot be
sure that we have better completion rates than a traditional
MOOC until we scale up use of the ebook and do not offer
compensation.
Teachers generally valued the ebook, but found it to be too
short, which is not surprising given that they only completed
eight of the 20 chapters. Our pre-test and post-tests did not
measure exactly the same knowledge, but more use of the
interactive features did appear to lead to higher post-test
scores. The log file analysis suggests changes that might im-
prove use. We need more and smaller chapters. We cannot
be sure yet about the value of each of the widgets. Scaling
up use may give us more data to determine the effectiveness
of individual components.
We believe that the best use of the ebook is in a blended
format. We would like to introduce the ebook to teachers in
a face-to-face professional development setting. This should
help the teachers develop social bonds that could continue
into a small group “book club” setting. This could provide
social pressure to complete the ebook. The usability prob-
lems that Vicki had with the ebook might be reduced if
teachers had the ebook features introduced in a face-to-face
setting.
The critical finding in this paper is that our ebook ap-
proach is on a productive path. Teachers are finding our
ebook usable and effective. There are complaints that we
have not yet provided enough practice. Further, we have
not yet tested all of our features, such as our groupwork
support. The results thus far support the belief that this
approach may provide valuable online learning opportuni-
ties for inexperienced computing teachers.
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